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Electron accumulation states in InN have been measured using high resolution angle-resolved photo-
emission spectroscopy (ARPES). The electrons in the accumulation layer have been discovered to reside
in quantum well states. ARPES was also used to measure the Fermi surface of these quantum well states,
as well as their constant binding energy contours below the Fermi level EF. The energy of the Fermi level
and the size of the Fermi surface for these quantum well states could be controlled by varying the method
of surface preparation. This is the first unambiguous observation that electrons in the InN accumulation
layer are quantized and the first time the Fermi surface associated with such states has been measured.
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Group III-nitride semiconductors have been the subject
of intense scrutiny for many years due to their use in
optoelectronic devices operating in the blue and UV range
of the electromagnetic spectrum [1]. Much recent attention
has focused on InN, where, due to improved film growth
methods, the energy of the fundamental band gap has un-
dergone a remarkable revision in the last five years from
the previously accepted value of approximately 1.9 eV to
the much lower value of approximately 0.65 eV [2]. The
band gap of the InxGa1�xN ternary alloy system now spans
the near infrared to the UV, enabling the entire optical
window to be encompassed by a single material system [3].

InN is unusual in that there is strong experimental
evidence for the existence of an intrinsic electron accumu-
lation layer near the surface of the thin films. It is postu-
lated that the surface region has a higher charge density
than the bulk due to N vacancies or donor-type surface
states. This causes the surface Fermi level to lie in the
conduction band. The conduction band minimum (CBM) is
at the Brillouin zone center (�) in InN [4]. It is formed by a
rapidly dispersing band, resulting in the CBM lying at a
significantly lower energy than the momentum averaged
conduction band edge, as visible in the calculated band
structure [4]. Evidence for an accumulation layer comes
from high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy
studies [4,5], which revealed a conduction band plas-
mon whose energy increased as the incident electron en-
ergy was reduced, indicating a higher electron density
within 80 Å of the surface than in the bulk. Further evi-
dence comes from sheet carrier density measurements
as a function of film thickness, capacitance-voltage mea-
surements, a photoemission study of defective InN coated
with Ti [6,7], and recent tunneling spectroscopy experi-
ments [8].

We report here the direct observation of electron accu-
mulation in InN using high resolution angle-resolved pho-
toemission spectroscopy (ARPES). Not only are electrons
observed far above the CBM, but these electrons are found
to be quantized perpendicular to the surface; i.e., the
electrons in the accumulation layer have been determined
to reside in quantum well states. ARPES was also used to
measure the Fermi surface of the quantum well states, as
well as their constant binding energy contours below the
Fermi level EF. The Fermi surface was found to consist of
concentric, perfectly circular structures associated with
each of two quantum well states, but the corresponding
energy contours assume a hexagonal symmetry away from
EF. The Fermi level and the size of the Fermi surface for
these quantum well states could be controlled by varying
the method of surface preparation. This is the first unam-
biguous observation that electrons in the InN accumulation
layer are quantized and the first time the Fermi surface
associated with such states has been measured.

The experiments were undertaken on beam line U5UA
at the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS),
Brookhaven National Laboratory, and on beam line
12.0.1 at the Advanced Light Source (ALS), Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory. Both beam lines are
equipped with 100 mm hemispherical electron energy
analyzers (Scienta SES100). Typical energy and full angu-
lar resolution were 60 meV and 1�, respectively, for the
instrument on U5UA, and 35 meV and 0.5� for the instru-
ment on BL 12.0.1. The InN films were grown on c-plane
sapphire substrates by radio frequency plasma-assisted
molecular beam epitaxy [9]. The films are autodoped n
type with an average carrier concentration 5� 1019 cm�3

and an average electron mobility 340 cm2=V � s. The room
temperature optical gap was approximately 0.77 eV as
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determined by the peak of the derivative of the absorption
constant [9]; this is consistent with the fundamental energy
band gap of 0.65 eV [2,10]; i.e., there is a Moss-Burstein
shift of the optical absorption to higher energy due to
degenerate doping [2]. As will be discussed below, samples
were cleaned by annealing in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV), or
by cycles of 500 eV N2

� ion bombardment followed by
annealing in UHV. All surfaces exhibited sharp 1� 1 low-
energy electron diffraction (LEED) patterns with a low
background. ARPES spectra were recorded with the sam-
ple at 177 K for experiments at U5UA and 60 K for
experiments at BL 12.0.1. Binding energies are referenced
to EF, determined from a Au foil in contact with the
sample.

Figure 1 presents a series of ARPES spectra from InN. In
Fig. 1(a), the photon energy is swept from 51 to 92 eV, and
the spectra recorded in a normal emission mode, probing
states along the ��A direction in the bulk Brillouin zone.
The surface in this case was processed by annealing the
film to 400 �C in UHV. In Fig. 1(b), the photon energy and
angle of emission are varied in order to measure states
along the �TK direction. This is parallel to the film surface.
The sample in this case was processed by annealing to
500 �C in UHV. The energy distribution curves (EDCs) in
Fig. 1 are plotted relative to EF. It is immediately clear that
two discrete photoemission features are observed at bind-
ing energies near EF for photon energies between 63 and
79 eV, and that they appear only for a narrow cone of
emission angles (�) around the normal (� 2.5� for h� �
69 eV). The leading edge of the main valence band emis-
sion feature lies 1 eV (� 0.05 eV) below EF. This is
consistent with significant band bending near the surface.

This is neither the energy of the bulk valence band maxi-
mum (VBM) nor that of the VBM at the vacuum interface,
rather it is the VBM at some finite depth away from the
surface. Nevertheless, given the magnitude of the bulk
band gap, the two discrete features close to EF must
originate from electrons in the conduction band. The nar-
row range of emission angles over which these features are
observed indicates that the emitting states are highly lo-
calized in k space. These are not surface states, since
exposure of the surface to atomic hydrogen did not remove
these emission features. The features below the VBM
originate primarily from bulk InN states; detailed analysis
of these states will be presented elsewhere. ARPES has
been used previously to measure states due to electron
accumulation in InAs [11], but no unambiguous evidence
for the quantized nature of such states was reported.

High resolution ARPES spectra were recorded for the
energy range between EF and the VBM. Figure 2 presents
an ARPES photocurrent intensity map of emission from
the states within 1.5 eV of EF, recorded with an incident
photon energy of 69 eV, from a sample annealed in UHV to
300 �C for 30 min. The sample was held at 177 K during
measurement. The horizontal axis is the angle of emission,
converted to momentum at each point, while the vertical
axis is the binding energy; the intensity reflects the photo-
current for any particular binding energy and momentum.
The momentum direction is along ��M, in the surface
plane. Two well-resolved, nested bands are observed.
These states are symmetric around �, and determine EF.
The measured separation between the top of the valence
band emission and EF is 1.2 eV for this surface.

Figure 3(a) presents an ARPES intensity map from a
sample that was treated with two cycles of 500 eV N2

� ion
bombardment (10 min) and annealing in UHV to 300 �C
(10 min). The incident photon energy was 70 eV, and the
sample was held at 60 K during measurement. As in Fig. 2,

 

FIG. 1. ARPES spectra from InN. (a) Series of normal emis-
sion spectra (� � 0�) for h� from 51 to 92 eV. (b) Series of
spectra where h� and � are simultaneously varied to measure
states along the �TK direction (parallel to the film surface) in the
bulk Brillouin zone. Sample was annealed to 400 �C in UHV for
(a) and 500 �C for (b). Spectra were recorded with the sample at
room temperature. Inset: experimental geometry (�i � 45� in all
cases), and symmetry labels for the bulk Brillouin zone.

 

FIG. 2 (color online). ARPES photocurrent intensity map of
states within 1.5 eV of EF. h� � 69 eV and sample temperature
was 177 K. Sample was annealed to 300 �C in UHV for 30 min.
The false color intensity reflects the photocurrent, with lighter
intensity indicating higher current. The momentum direction is
along ��M, in the surface plane.
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the dispersive direction is along ��M. Two well-resolved,
nested bands are again observed. However, now the mea-
sured separation between the top of the valence band
emission and EF is 1.45 eV. This indicates that there is
far more charge in the conduction band for this surface,
compared to when the surface is prepared by annealing
alone. Figure 3(b) presents the results of a calculation of
the valence and conduction band bending, and the quantum
well subband minima; this calculation is discussed below.

Figure 4 presents a series of constant binding energy
photocurrent intensity contours extracted from the same
data set as in Fig. 3(a). Contours are plotted for binding
energies of (a) 0, (b) 0.2, (c) 0.5, and (d) 0.7 eV, relative to
EF. The 0 eV binding energy contour in Fig. 4(a) corre-
sponds to the Fermi surface, which consists of two well-
defined concentric structures that are perfectly circular, and
centered around the surface normal. The diameter of the
outer Fermi surface is 0:4 �A�1. Note that the band forming
the outer Fermi surface is well defined, but the emission
from the inner band is quite diffuse. As the binding energy
increases away from EF, a hexagonal structure appears in
the contours. This is most clearly seen in Fig. 4(c).

The spectra in Figs. 1–3 are direct evidence for quantum
well states in the accumulation layer in InN. Band structure
calculations show that there is only one bulk conduction
band state near the � point [4]. The first question to address
is why we see two states above the valence band emission
in the ARPES experiment. These states, although derived
from the conduction band, arise from the existence of a
potential well perpendicular to the film surface. Downward

band bending forms a one-dimensional (1D) potential well
and the resulting two dimensional (2D) electron gas is
quantized along the surface normal. This band bending is
the result of donor-type surface states or N vacancies
pinning EF above the CBM [6,12].

The two states that we observe exhibit quantum well
characteristics perpendicular to the surface, but have the
characteristics of the conduction band in the plane parallel
to the surface. As can be seen most clearly in Fig. 3, the
dispersion of the states is not parabolic. Rather, it is linear
away from the subband minima, and mimics the calculated
dispersion of the conduction band along this direction [4].
The band bending calculated by solving the Poisson equa-
tion within the modified Thomas-Fermi approximation
(MTFA) [13], including the effects of conduction band
nonparabolicity [14], is shown in Fig. 3(b). The surface
potential well obtained from the Poisson-MTFA method
can be approximated by an exponential form. The 1D
independent electron Schrödinger equation can then be
solved analytically [8,15]. Using a bulk free electron den-
sity of 4� 1019 cm�3 and a band bending of 1.25 eV,
corresponding to a surface sheet density of 5:9�
1013 cm�2, these calculations predict the existence of
two subbands with minima at 0.511 and 0.797 eV below
EF, with associated electron effective masses of 0:12m0
and 0:161m0, respectively. As can be seen in Fig. 3, the
agreement between the calculated and measured subband
minima is excellent. Our estimated surface charge density
falls within the range of values determined by other tech-
niques, 2� 1013 to 3� 1014 cm�2 [5,6,16].

The next question to address is the origin of the differ-
ence between the spectra in Figs. 2 and 3. The spectra in
Fig. 3 were recorded at a lower temperature, and with a
higher instrumental resolution, leading to sharper features
and more clearly visible nonparabolic dispersion of the

 

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) ARPES photocurrent intensity map
of states within 1.2 eV of EF. h� � 70 eV, and sample tempera-
ture was 60 K. Sample was prepared by two cycles of 500 eV
Ar� ion bombardment and annealing in UHV to 300 �C (10 min
for each ion bombardment and annealing step). The momentum
direction is the same as in Fig. 2. (b) The calculated downward
bending of the CBM and VBM (solid black curves) with respect
to EF. Optimum agreement between calculations and the experi-
mental data was obtained using a bulk free electron density of
4�1019 cm�3 and band bending of 1.3 eV. An exponential
approximation to the surface potential well is also shown with
the corresponding subband minima, E1 and E2 at 0.511 and
0.797 eV, respectively.

 

FIG. 4 (color online). Fermi surface and constant binding
energy contours extracted from the data of Fig. 3. The photo-
current is plotted as kx and ky are varied, while the binding
energy relative to EF is kept constant at 0 (Fermi surface), 0.2,
0.5, and 0.7 eV. h� � 70 eV and sample temperature was 60 K.
The diameter of the outer Fermi surface is 0:4 �A�1.
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bands. However, the fundamental difference between the
two data sets is the energy of the subband minima. This
difference is directly related to the charge density in the
conduction band. Recall the surface for the data in Fig. 2
was prepared by simply annealing in UHV, while that for
Fig. 3 was prepared by two cycles of N2

� bombardment
and UHV annealing. Clearly, the latter method of surface
preparation leads to a higher density of charge donors,
most likely N vacancies. It is interesting to consider
whether the increase in the charge occurs in the bulk
conduction band, or in the quantum well states of the
accumulation layer. If it is the latter, then EF rises simply
through the increased population of the quantum well
states, defined by a potential barrier that remains static as
the surface treatment changes. However, if the surface
treatment leads to a change in the potential due to an
increase in the population of the bulk conduction band,
then the quantum well states must also change. Conse-
quently, the increase in separation between EF and the
subband minima could arise from a narrowing of the
electron accumulation layer, but leaving the charge density
in the accumulation layer essentially constant. Analysis of
the subband minima in Figs. 2 and 3 using the method
discussed above leads to the results presented in Table I.
This analysis suggests that it is the potential and not the
electron density that is varying.

Finally, the structure of the Fermi surface and constant
binding energy contours provide important information on
the nature of the quantum well states. Two characteristics
of the data in Fig. 4 are of importance: (i) the Fermi surface
is circular, but the 0.5 eV energy contour displays a hex-
agonal symmetry, and (ii) the outer band forms a well-
defined contour, but the inner band exhibits quite diffuse
emission. We consider the origin of the first observation to
be a consequence of the structure of the conduction band.
While the electron energy and momentum in the accumu-
lation layer is quantized perpendicular to the surface due to
the potential well, the energy and momentum parallel to
the surface remains determined by the bulk crystal poten-
tial. Examination of the calculated band structure shows
that a constant energy cut through the conduction band at
EF generates a circular Fermi surface such as measured in
Fig. 4(a), while a cut at 0.5 eV below EF generates a
noncircular structure. The orientation of the hexagonal

structure in Fig. 4(c) is identical to that of the measured
hexagonal LEED pattern, which reflects the surface unit
cell symmetry. Calculated constant energy contours are
required for further analysis of this result. It is possible
that the origin of the diffuse ARPES signal associated with
the inner band in Fig. 2 and lies in structural disorder near
the sample surface. Electrons closest to EF, and with the
smallest momentum, are the most likely to scatter from
defects or from disorder at the vacuum/solid interface.

In summary, the electronic structure of the accumulation
layer in InN has been measured using ARPES. The elec-
trons in the layer have been found to exist in discrete
quantum well states, defined perpendicular to the film
surface. The binding energy of the states is in excellent
agreement with theory. The states display nonparabolic
dispersion near �. The Fermi surfaces of these states
have also been measured. Finally, the trapping potential
has been shown to depend on the method of surface pro-
cessing, allowing the structure of the quantum well states
to be controlled.
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TABLE I. Calculated characteristic parameters for InN. See
text for details.

Parameter Figure 2 data Figure 3 data

Temperature 177 K 60 K
Bulk free electron density 6� 1018 cm�3 4� 1019 cm�3

Bulk EF (above bulk CBM) 0.192 eV 0.510 eV
Surface sheet density 6:4� 1013 cm�2 5:9� 1013 cm�2

E1(below EF) 0.662 eV 0.797 eV
m� at 1st subband minimum 0:140m0 0:161m0

E2(below EF) 0.233 eV 0.511 eV
m� at 2nd subband minimum 0:080m0 0:120m0
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